○ Swing with a friend on the swings outside Adam Center on South campus
○ Take a walk down to the Law School and enjoy the beautiful landscape
○ Find all of the fountains on campus
○ Race a friend down the South Oval from Lindsey Street to the Bizzell
○ Play tag in the grass on the South Oval (try cartoon tag!)
○ Run the stadium stairs up and down with a friend-take a picture at the top!
○ Swim at the Murray Case Sells Swim Complex
○ Play leap frog
○ Walk around campus and find as many blue lights as you can
○ Play catch
○ Play a game of HORSE at the Huffman Basketball courts
○ Create a game of hopscotch somewhere on campus
○ Go on a bike ride
○ Play Red Light/Green Light with friends between the Armory and Price Business College
○ Have paper airplane races
○ Go on a walk and try to collect something that is every color of the rainbow (Example: Leaves = green, Red = flower)
○ Fly a kite on the Walker Adams Mall
○ Feed the ducks at the duck pond
○ Learn to hula hoop
○ Play volleyball on the outdoor volleyball courts
○ Start a game of jump rope

get movin’!